Accuracy in radiation field alignment in head and neck cancer: a prospective study.
A prospective study has been performed to determine the accuracy of radiation field alignment for a group of 22 patients with tumors in the head and neck. The accuracy was assessed by an analysis of 138 megavolt portal films in comparison to 55 simulation films. The distance (at the patient midplane) between corresponding points at the field edges on verification film and simulation film appeared to be 5 mm on the average and the standard deviation 5 mm. The analysis was extended by translational and rotational matching of the fields in order to separate each error in a translation error of the field with respect to the patient and an error in field size or shape. Translation errors appear to be somewhat larger than field size or shape errors. From an analysis of a series of megavolt films taken every third radiotherapy session, it was concluded that treatment-to-treatment variations are as large as the errors due to the transition from simulation to treatment situation. Further analysis showed that variation of the patient's position within the cast is clearly one of the error sources.